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ONE

Some weeks earlier, Jonathan Weber was enjoying the morning drive
to his office at Harvard. It was May Day in Massachusetts—though
hardly a distress call, he mused, in one of his less successful attempts
at humor. He was piloting a blue BMW Z4 convertible through
balmy air along the Charles River; the car was the one big luxury he
had allowed himself since his book Jesus of Nazareth became an
international best-seller. But should a man holding the distinguished
Reginald R. Dillon Professorship of Near Eastern Studies at Harvard
University be sporting about in a transportation toy that better suited
a pampered college undergrad? his Lutheran conscience inquired.

Ah, there it is, he reflected, the proper sense of guilt so befitting
a Lutheran. No one celebrated divine grace and forgiveness better
than Lutherans, but the celebration was always more exquisite
when preceded by a decent dose of guilt. When an adoring coed
remarked that the blue of his BMW perfectly matched his eyes and
that he looked like a maturing Robert Redford, Jonathan Weber
worried that he may innocently have flirted with her. Still, he had
finally learned to talk back to his nagging conscience and enjoy
more of life on its own terms. 

That morning, the drive to Harvard from his home in suburban
Weston had taken exactly a half hour—right on schedule. Crossing
the Charles River, he headed northward on J. F. Kennedy Street,
carefully maneuvering through the trademark traffic radiating out
of Harvard Square. His Beamer was doubly safe, he knew, because
of its superb German engineering and his own meticulous care
while driving. Not the faintest scratch had marred its enameled sur-
face since he took delivery. At Mount Auburn Street, for example,
he gave no thought whatever to outrunning the light that had just
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FOUR

While Shannon worked to finish her supplement to the Rama
report, Jon plunged into his duties at Hebrew University. The prime
responsibilities of his Ezra Bernstein Distinguished Visiting
Professorship were to offer a graduate seminar and conduct what-
ever research he felt appropriate to his discipline—just the sort of
open-ended ticket professors dream of. 

Jon’s academic sponsor was Professor Mordecai Feldman, the
university’s Jewish specialist in Christian studies. The two had been
close academic friends for years, and both had studied under David
Flusser, the preeminent patriarch in Jewish-Christian studies, now
deceased. Whenever Jon wanted an informed Jewish opinion on
items in his research, Feldman was always his first contact. 

Not one to shy away from controversy, Jon had set “Jews and
Jesus” as the theme for his graduate seminar. But it was so quickly
overenrolled that it had to be converted into a general academic sym-
posium for all interested students and faculty, who now convened in
a new theater-style lecture hall with three hundred seats. Jon lectured
in English, which was no hindrance to anyone in Israeli higher edu-
cation, including the many international students at the university.

The broadest ranges of religious backgrounds and beliefs regard-
ing Jesus would be welcome. “In fact,” said Jon in his opening lec-
ture, “I’ll dismiss only one opinion as unworthy of our discussion
or our time: namely, that a man named Jesus of Nazareth never
lived. Only a handful of craz—I mean, pseudoscholars hold that
position, and you can count them on the fingers of one hand.

“Now, having said that, it would be helpful to learn where we
all come from in our opinions on this extraordinary Jew. We have
the nonreligious and religious of all stripes in this symposium: Jews
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“I know, I know, but I just can’t wait that long.”
“Okay, an artist I am not, but it looks something like this.” A few

swift strokes of the pen produced this sketch:

“The circles are the synagogue’s column bases, of course,”
Strange explained, “with a drum or two stacked on top of each.
Not all the columns are there: I just wanted the sketch to look
pretty! Anyway, X is where the mosaic was found.”

“What does the inscription itself look like?”
“You’ll have to see for yourself, my friend.” 
“Any of this published as yet?” 
Strange shook his head. “I wouldn’t think of publishing until I

know exactly what the inscription says. Mort, here, has studied sev-
eral of my photos, and we both have some hazy ideas. But we fig-
ure if anyone could tease out the actual message, it would be you.”

“Uh-oh. A command performance! What happens if I fail?”
“Then your world reputation as a Semitics linguist will be shat-

tered forever!” replied Feldman with a wink.
“Shannon,” Jon remarked with a grin, “I think we should head

back to Jerusalem.”
The five hurriedly finished their lunch. No one thought of lin-

gering for dessert. 
* * * 
The Feldmans left their car in the hotel parking lot and joined Jon

and Shannon in their Peugeot. An eight-minute drive following Jim
Strange’s Land Rover across the Beit Netola Valley brought them to
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Sketch of the Synagogue

TEN

The next morning, Jon’s first thought was of a flying pen. Had he
really seen that weird phenomenon? Was it a crossover from
another dimension, a sign of the supernatural? Absent other expla-
nations, possibly. Did it prove that Joshua was Jesus? According to
Shannon, quite probably. And he?

Jon got out of bed and walked over to the dresser. There it was,
the traveling Mont Blanc, lying unobtrusively next to his keys and
wallet. He picked up the pen a little gingerly, as if the thing were
somehow radioactive. The gold crown on the cap now had a slight
abrasion on it—as might result when a flying pen hits a wall.

An entirely new vector of thought suddenly seized him. There
was the supernatural, and then again, there was the supernatural.
It all hinged on the cause. And that cause? Was it divine . . . or,
perhaps . . . demonic? 

Jon hated to go down that route: Joshua as satanic. For one
thing, it was such a hackneyed theme in American novels and
movies, whether for the secular or the religious market. You want a
best-seller? Then simply invoke the demonic supernatural.
Rosemary’s Baby or The Exorcist or the Stephen King novels had
their even more exaggerated counterparts in Christian fiction, espe-
cially for the evangelical market. Involve demons by the thousands
or millions, as in the Left Behind series, or one by one, as in the
Frank Peretti books, and your readership will instantly materialize.
A multitude of readers, obviously, love to be terrified, a masochism
of the masses that makes the satanic-scare books thrive. But this
was reality, Jon mused, not fiction.

On the other hand, successful fiction often reflects fact, he knew
well enough, and just because some authors involved the demonic
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do good in imitation of the Christ he admired? No, that wouldn’t
work: an ethically motivated Jesus imitator would never have pre-
sented himself as the personally returned Jesus. 

So Jon was back to the three clear alternatives so starkly pre-
sented by C. S. Lewis: Joshua, like Jesus, was either a crazed delu-
sionary, a perverse liar . . . or precisely who he claimed to be: the
returned Jesus of Nazareth.

* * * 
Jon was hunkered down with a magnifying glass, examining a half

dozen copies of the Sepphoris mosaic spread out across his desk in var-
ious sizes and contrasts, in both black-and-white and color. On the left
side of his desk was a lexicon of ancient Hebrew, which he consulted
from time to time. To the right lay a pad of yellow legal paper, fes-
tooned with writing, lines crossed out, arrows, and blotches. I’ve
almost cracked this, he thought, but the Hebrew lettering uses several
abbreviations I’m still not sure about. His apprehension building, he
planned to meet with Mordecai Feldman early the next day.

***
In Feldman’s office at Hebrew University, Jon said, “This has

been fun, Mort, a very pleasant change of pace—my first real
chance to get away from this Joshua business!” Then he laid three
items atop his desk. One was a sharp color photo of the mosaic, the
second was his reconstruction of the text:

The third was a computer version of that text in conventional
Hebrew lettering:
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Text in Conversational Hebrew Lettering


